The Cat C32 Acert Industrial Diesel Engine is offered in ratings ranging from 746 to 895 bkw (1000 to 1200 bhp) at 1800 rpm. These ratings meet US EPA Tier 4 Final emission standards. Applications powered by C32 Acert engines include bore pile rigs, chippers, grinders, construction cranes, dredgers, forestry, hydraulic power units, general industrial, irrigation equipment, material handling, and more.

The C32 Acert Marine Propulsion Engine is available at ratings that meet both EPA Tier 3 and IMO II emissions regulations. It has a separate circuit aftercooling system (SCAC) for C through E ratings and a seawater aftercooling system (SWAC) for D and E ratings. The C32 Acert has seven ratings with wide operating speed range (WOSR) and extended oil change intervals.

Caterpillar C32 Motor Fits to Cat 777 - The C32 engine is designed for the Cat 777 haul truck. It delivers 160,000 bhp and features extended oil change intervals, along with an arrangement that includes a starter, alternator, belts, wiring harness, sensors, ECU, and more. It is a complete engine with thousands of dollars in additional parts included, including a new starter, alternator, belts, wiring harness, sensors, ECU, and more. It has a zero-hour warranty.

Caterpillar C32 Generator Specifications 830 1kW at 60Hz - The Caterpillar C32 generator sets deliver solid power from 830 to 1000 kWe. They are made to meet your central goal of basic consistent standby and prime applications. The generator sets are equipped with advanced technologies, including real-time monitoring and diagnostic features, ensuring reliable operation and easy maintenance.
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